
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

. 

 

 
 
MEETING DETAILS:          

Club: Waipa Racing Club Date: Thursday 26 November 2015                                                                  

Weather: Fine  
Track: Good(3)  
Rail: 4 Metres 800 to 400, remainder True  
Stewards: A Coles (Chairman), J Oatham, M Williamson, W Robinson  
Typist: P Laboyrie 

 
 

 

GENERAL: 
 

Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing:  CRUCIAL, SAM’S READY, BEAR, TAVIDAR, DARTMOOR, ANUKA, SKYWEKA, STACCATO 

Suspensions: Race  1 L Magorrian SAVY SURFER 
Careless riding 450 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 3 – 6/12 inclusive (4 days) 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Nil    

Warnings: Race  3 
 
 
6 

Mr J Bell PURPOSEFUL 
Presented PURPOSEFUL to race without an item of notified gear (blinkers) [Rule 
616(4)] 
R Elliot HALLELOOJAH 
Shifting ground 1000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Nil    

Medical Certificates: Nil 

Rider Changes: Nil    

Late Scratching: Race 1 WHOPPER’S – at start on vet advice at 1.35 pm 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 GOURMET DELICIOUS 1580 

WHOPPER’S (M Hills) underwent a veterinary examination on arrival at the barrier after showing signs of lameness, and 
was late scratched at 2.35 pm. 
MINGS GIRL (S Spratt) knuckled leaving the barriers. 
BUCCELLATI (C Lammas) began awkwardly. 
STAN’S TUF TIGER (U Holmquist) shifted out abruptly shortly after leaving the barrier crowding DUKE STREET (B R Jones), 
SAVY SURFER (L Magorrian) and CHEQUERED FLAG (S McKay) which made heavy contact with the hind quarters of 
ASTROLABE (T Thornton) which was shifting in.  As a result DUKE STREET and SAVY SURFER were checked losing ground. 
Shortly after the start BUCCELLATI was crowded having to steady. 
ASTROLABE over-raced in the early stages getting its head up and making the 1100 metre bend awkwardly, then 
commenced to give ground passing the 400 metres and was not persevered with in the final straight.  Rider T Thornton was 



 

 

unable to offer any reason.   A post-race veterinary examination did not reveal any abnormality.   
EM KAY POPS (C Grylls) had to steady and shift out off heels passing the 1100 metres taking BUCCELLATI wider on the 
track.   
STAN’S TUF TIGER hung out throughout, and had to be steadied when awkwardly placed inside heels near the 800 metres.   
Near the 550 metres EM KAY POPS lay in making contact with FITSANDGIGGLES (A Collett) with that runner having to be 
steadied and shift out and away from STAN’S TUF TIGER losing ground as a result. 
Approaching the 450 metres SAVY SURFER when improving forward on to the heels of FITSANDGIGGLES shifted in abruptly 
when not clear of STAN’S TUF TIGER which had to be checked sharply losing ground.  Rider L Magorrian was charged with 
careless riding to which he elected to plead guilty and was suspended from the conclusion of racing on 2 December up to 
and including racing on 6 December, 4 riding days. 
STAN’S TUF TIGER lay out under pressure over the final 200 metres and could not be fully ridden out.   

Race 2 BUCK’S BAR @ WHANGAMATA 1400 

COSTA BRAVO (L Innes) and SCAGLIONI (S Spratt) made contact leaving the barrier. 
CELLAR (L Magorrian) and NIGHT VOYAGE (L Allpress) were both slow to begin. 
KEEP CARMEN CARION (D Johnson) was very slow to begin (5L). 
SCAGLIONI was steadied passing the 1200 metres when becoming awkwardly placed inside the heels of NEAT AZA PIN (L 
Satherley) which shifted in. 
MAJIC EL (T Thornton) raced ungenerously when making the first bend passing the 1150 metres and going off stride. 
STACEY ANN (D Hain) raced wide without cover. 
NIGHT VOYAGE raced wide for the majority of the race, and finished the race off disappointingly.  When questioned rider L 
Allpress was unable to offer any reason.  A post-race veterinary examination of the gelding did not reveal any abnormality. 
SAM’S READY (A Collett) was inclined to lay in under pressure over the final 200 metres.   
Passing the 100 metres MAJIC EL when in restricted room to the inside of WATERBERG (C Grylls) shifted out to obtain clear 
running.   

Race 3 GRASS IS US 1150 

Trainer Mr J Bell was issued with a warning after presenting PURPOSEFUL (A Jones) to race without an item of notified gear 
(blinkers). 
DANICA (U Holmquist) was slow to begin. 
POWERHOUSE (L Magorrian) began awkwardly losing ground. 
POKURU NUGGET (L Innes) began awkwardly. 
DANICA was steadied when becoming awkwardly placed on the heels of ASHIMA (L Allpress) and made the bend 
awkwardly passing the 800 metres. 
POKURU NUGGET, PURPOSEFUL and POWERHOUSE all raced wide without cover throughout. 
MY PALOMA (B R Jones) was held up for a distance from near the 400 metres obtaining clear running passing the 200 
metres. 
BEAR (C Grylls) was inclined to shift in under pressure in the final straight.   

Race 4 FARRELLY CALF REARING 2000 

ASYLUM SEEKER (L Innes) and SEQUITUR (C Lammas) were slow to begin. 
TAVIDAR (T Thornton) began awkwardly. 
EL ENCANTO (C Grylls), SHARE THE WONDER (Z Nor Azman) and PENTIRE BABE (S Spratt) all began awkwardly 
making heavy contact, with PENTIRE BABE then becoming further crowded by BE BEAUTIFUL (D Hain) having to 
steady. 
Approaching the 1900 metres JOHNNY THE JET (L Magorrian) shifted in abruptly with SHIMMY (S Collett) shifting 
away from that runner crowding WAJA (D Johnson) and TASHA AIMEE (L Allpress). 
WAJA got its head up when being steadied in the early stages shifting back on to TASHA AIMEE which had to be 
firmly restrained approaching the winning post. 
BE BEAUTIFUL was obliged to race wide in the early stages before improving forward to lead near the 1100 metres.   
SHARE THE WONDER (Z Nor Azman) raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
TAVIDAR was inclined to shift in under pressure in the final straight. 

Race 5 A C PETFOOD 2000 

SUZERAIN (C Grylls) was slow to begin. 
GRAYSON (B R Jones) raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
OUR SERAFINA (U Holmquist) raced in restricted room and steadied passing the 400 metres.   
ZADIFFRA (C Lammas) had to be steadied when weakening passing the 300 metres. 

Race 6 THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL 1150 

ULTIMATE IMAGE (S Spratt) and DAVEY CROCKETT (L Satherley) were both slow to begin. 
HALLELOOJAH (R Elliot) shifted out leaving the barriers crowding BACHATA (L Magorrian) and HAYLEY GRACE (T 



 

 

Thornton) which had been slow to begin. 
ABBA (L Allpress) and JUST THE DEAL (D Johnson) were crowded to the inside of HALLELOOJAH which shifted in 
passing the 1000 metres with ABBA having to steady losing ground, and JUST THE DEAL then commencing to over-
race.  Rider R Elliot was issued with a warning. 
MAREEBA (S Collett) raced wide without cover throughout. 
RIO CLARO was held up for a distance approaching the 200 metres. 
HYSTERIA LANE (C Lammas) shifted in passing the 100 metres inconveniencing the weakening ABBA. 

Race 7 TE AWAMUTU COLLEGE 1400 

PAID PRIORITY (D Johnson) began awkwardly losing ground. 
PATTICAN (A Jones) and RAAJ (C Lammas) were slow to begin. 
LABELS (C Dell) shifted out leaving the barrier making contact with COPS ‘N’ COYOTE (T Thornton) which blundered 
losing ground. 
TEAM PETE (A Schwerin) shifted in leaving the barrier crowding SILVER ROD (C Grylls) on to TWYA (S Spratt) with 
SILVER ROD having to be steadied losing ground. 
PAID PRIORITY had to briefly steady passing the 250 metres when in restricted room.   
HES CALLINGCALLING (U Holmquist) became awkwardly placed on heels approaching the 200 metres having to 
steady. 
PATTICAN returned to the enclosure with traces of blood present in the left nostril, and after undergoing a veterinary 
examination it was observed the mare had a minor laceration inside the nostril.   

Race 8 JOHN WHITE BLOODSTOCK 1580 

LADDIE OF OAKVIEW (A Schwerin) shifted out abruptly leaving the barrier crowding DIVINE SHIVA (L Satherley), ALL 
ABOUT FUN (D Johnson) and CANDYBELLE (C Grylls) with DIVINE SHIVA and CANDYBELLE losing ground. 
KENTUCKY SON (S McKay) shifted in soon after leaving the barrier with STACCATO (L Allpress) steadying when 
becoming awkwardly placed on that runner’s heels. 
LADDIE OF OAKVIEW raced ungenerously when being steadied in the early stages. 
EMPRESS ELECT (A Collett) raced wide without cover for the majority of the race. 
KENTUCKY SON raced in restricted room approaching the 300 metres.   
When questioned into the performance of JACQUI ICKX rider U Holmquist felt the mare maybe feeling the effects of 
the firmer track conditions. 

 
 
 
 


